
The 311440 Lyman
 
This is an obscure little .30 caliber bullet that Lyman made years ago.  Disregarded over the years as too light, not the
right shape and by the way, the Lyman 311291 will do anything it will and it’s heavier.
 
Then along came a guy by the name of Paco Kelly and said, by golly, this is a good hunting bullet in the .30/30, and it
rose to fame over night.  Just try to buy one off E-Bay right now and you’ll see it’s popularity.
 
Now, I’m a big Paco fan and if you haven’t sampled his writings, go to sixgunner.com and indulge yourself in his
writings on cast bullets.  He’s a down to earth writer and an experimenter in cast bullets of the first order. I’m a tad
leery of some of his top hand loads but he’ll tell you right up front that they’re hot and it’s his guns he’s shooting so
be forewarned.
 
Naturally, I had to try this marvelous wonder for myself so I finally located a specimen up in the northeast.  It was a
Lyman “factory second” and had been shipped minus a sprue plate stop pin.  Other than that, it was new.  No problem,
a spring pin of the correct diameter fixed that and I was casting.
 

The 311440
 
My mould drops bullets at about .311” in diameter and the nose measures right at .300”.  Weight, lubed and sized is
156.5 grains. 
 
I prefer bullets in the 140-160 grain range in the .30/30 for normal shooting and plinking and this weight is just fine.
 
I sized and lubed a batch up and loaded one to check the seating depth and ohmigosh!….it wouldn’t chamber.  I sat
and alternated scratching my head and rear end, remembering not to put my fingers in my mouth between scratches,
and thought about the problem.  I took my micrometer and measured the nose.  Now, it measured .302”.  Now, how
did that happen?? I sized a couple more. Same problem. The pressure of sizing and crimping the GC was “bumping”
the nose until it wouldn’t enter the barrel as I was using a fairly new Legacy Model 94 Winchester. If I was shooting
an old Model 94 “beater” this might not happen but mine was new and tight.
 
Orygun Mark and I had been working on the nose first sizing adapter at this time so I set it up and sized to .310”. 
Then I came back and lubed using a .310” die and the #450 Lyman sizer.  Now, the noses stayed at .300” and my
loaded rounds chambered.  I know that Jumptrap has had the same problem so be aware that the pressure on the nose
during sizing can be critical and lead to failure and frustration.
 
Supplied with good bullets, I loaded some test lots and headed for the range.
 



Loaded 311440s
 
My .30/30 load with this bullet is and always has been:
 
311440 Lyman
Sized to .310
Large Pistol Primer
16.0 grains of WC820 Powder (Lot L50276)
Velocity is 1737 FPS
Accuracy is 1 ½” at 100 yards with a 4-12X scope.
 
After testing, the scope was replaced by a set of Lyman receiver sights.
 
This load has given me many hours of good plinking and will really ring a 6” gong at 100 yards.  As we say here in
Kentucky, the bullet seems to “shoot hard”.
 
I’ve tried the same bullet in my .30/06 and it gives me about 2” groups at 100 yards.  It seems as if the blunt nose
affects accuracy some but in a .30/30 for hunting or beating around in the woods, I don’t think you’ll beat it.
 
The generous diameter along with the flat, rounded, blunt nose makes for a great hunting design and it feeds great
through my Model 94.
 
If you’re looking for a light bullet for a .30/30, I don’t believe you’ll beat it if you’re lucky enough to finds one.
 
By golly, Paco was right.
 

John Goins/akabeagle
 
 


